Before First Use

Please read and retain these instructions for future use

Product Overview

Read these instructions carefully before use.
Remove both parts carefully from the packaging and inspect for any
damage.

4.
1.

5.

Assemble the two halves by carefully locating the rim of the upper
shell into the rubber interfacing ring in the lower shell, and pushing
firmly together.
Important: The upper shell must be fully engaged in the rubber strip
prior to use! Failure to engage correctly could result in damage to the
product and injury to the user.
Connect the USB charger to the charging port (4), and charge for 30
minutes.

2.

3.

The button will flash yellow until the battery is fully charged. The button will flash green when fully charged and red when running low on
charge.
Important: The product should only be charged as required, and not
left permanently connected to the charger.

Using your VRGO
Ensure that all safety requirements have been taken into account.

Product Features

1 – Foam Seat Pad
2 – Composite Shell Structure
3 – Rubber Interfacing Ring
4 – USB Charging Port
5 – Push Button Switch and LED Indicator
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Once the VRGO is fully charged, disconnect it from the USB charger,
and unplug the charger for later use.
Ensure that the VRGO is on a level surface, and is in its vertical orientation (the system will self-calibrate after switch-on against this known
vertical).
Switch on the device by briefly pressing the button (5); the LED will
begin to flash.
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The device is now ready to be paired with your Bluetooth device – if
you scan for devices it will show up as VRGO Chair.
Once paired, the LED will show a steady colour. The colour identifies
one of the four possible modes of operation. The 4 modes can be
cycled through by briefly pressing the button, and should be selected
for best operation depending on the application/game.

The modes are as follows:
White: Keyboard
Yellow: Keyboard and Mouse
Blue: Gamepad Controller (No Yaw)
Purple: Gamepad Controller (with Yaw)
Once the desired mode is selected, the device is ready to use. Carefully sit on the VRGO, and steer your way around your own virtual
reality by leaning and turning in the direction you want to go.

Care and Cleaning
Your VRGO has a tough composite outer shell, however some precautions should be taken to ensure it remains in best condition.
Disconnect from the charger and switch off the unit while cleaning
.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Do not use abrasives, or abrasive
cream cleaners. Avoid the faceplate area where the electrical connections and push button switch are located – these should not be
exposed to moisture.
The seat pad can become dirty and worn with heavy use. This can
either be replaced or covered with a new foam pad, which is available
online.

Service
The product is not user serviceable and has no user-serviceable parts
except replacement of the seat pad once worn.
If the product is not working, try switching it off, and recharging it for
30 minutes before attempting to switch it back on.
If your product requires repair, you must contact us, stating the model
name and serial number (found on the label on the rear of the product).
If the product is to be returned to us for repair, carefully repack it in its
original packaging along with a letter stating your name and address,
a copy of your original receipt or purchase, and the reference number
provided to you by our service line.
We may ask you to return only part of your unit for service. This
should be robustly packaged to avoid further damage.

Contact Us
More information on this and other products can be found on our
website at:
www.vrgochair.com
You can make contact with us via:
support@vrgochair.com
VRGO Ltd, BRL, T Block, University of the West of England,Frenchay
Campus, Coldharbour Lane, Stoke Gifford, Bristol BS16 1QY

Health and Safety
TO MINIMISE THE RISK OF PERSONAL INJURY OR DAMAGE, USERS MUST READ THE FOLLOWING HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDANCE BEFORE USE:
Read all of the manual before use. VR users can easily become disorientated. Care should be taken to avoid serious injury due to falling
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from the VRGO while immersed in a virtual reality.
VRGO must be used in an area which is clear of obstacles. Assess
the surrounding area, and remove any hazards which may cause injury
or harm to the user in the event that they lose control due to disorientation.
VRGO can be used on most surfaces. Some surfaces can be slippery
however, and care should be taken to avoid these.
Suitable footwear should be worn when using VRGO to ensure full
control during gameplay. We recommend light-weight trainers or similar, which must provide sufficient grip on the floor surface in use.
We recommend using Elbow and Knee protection when using VRGO
in a harsh environment, such as a hard floor. Users should consider
using protection similar to rollerblades, or skateboards depending on
their experience and ability.
Please refer to your VR headset manufacturers health and safety
guidelines for using VR responsibly.
Do not use the VRGO if you are tired, dizzy, or under the influence of
medication, alcohol, or recreational drugs.
Do not use the VRGO if your balance is, or may become, impaired in
any way. This may for example be through illness such as an inner ear
infection, suffering vertigo, or other balance related ailments including
hangovers.
If you are pregnant, or suffering from any physical condition which
may make you more susceptible to injury, then you should seek advice
from your doctor before using VRGO.
Although the VRGO is intuitive to use, we recommend that you become accustomed to using the device gradually, firstly without the VR
headset, then with short segment of immersion, before longer play
sessions.
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VRGO is not suitable for use by children under the age of 8. Children
using VRGO must be accompanied by an adult at all times.
VRGO has been designed to avoid long periods of sedentary gaming,
however, users should takes regular breaks to optimise balance and
alertness.
VRGO should only be used by one person at a time. The maximum
player weight must never be exceeded. Never ‘drop’ onto the VRGO
from standing.
Some parts of the inside of the shell may be sharp due to the manufacturing process. Do not touch the inside of the VRGO shell.
The VRGO must be fully assembled before use – Never sit on part of
the unassembled VRGO!
If the VRGO shell becomes damaged, sharp edges can be formed –
these must be handled with extreme care. Wear appropriate gloves,
and repackage in to its original packaging for return. Do not use the
VRGO if it is broken.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DO – Avoid hazardous obstacles
DO – Wear footwear with appropriate grip for the surface
DO – Practice first without the headset
DO NOT – use VRGO unless you are fit to do so
DO NOT – seat more than one person at a time on VRGO
DO NOT – use part of an unassembled VRGO
DO NOT – use a damaged VRGO

Guarantee
This product is guaranteed against manufacturing defects for a period
of 1 year.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months from the date of original purchase. Any defects that arise from faulty materials or workmanship will
be replaced, refunded or repaired free of charge where possible during
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this period by the dealer from whom you purchased this chair.
The guarantee is subject to the following provisions:
•
The guarantee does not cover accidental damage, misuse,
normal wear of seat pads and other foam aspects of the chair
•
The product must be correctly installed and operated in accordance with the instructions contained in this manual
•
It must be used solely for a domestic purpose
•
The guarantee will be rendered invalid if the product has been
resold or tampered with in any way
•
The manufacturer disclaims any liability for incidental or consequential damages
•
The guarantee is in addition to, and does not diminish your
statutory or legal rights

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Disposal and End of Life
At the end of the products useful life, it should not be discarded with
unsorted household waste.
This product must be recycled where facilities exist. Check with your
local authority or retailer for recycling guidance in your area.
The VRGO will contain conventional electronic waste, a Li-ion battery,
and a glass reinforced composite shell

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is
subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
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Please read and retain these instructions for future use
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